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Geoelectric field
• Why?
• General curiosity
• Geophysical property of the Earth
• Proxy for space weather effects
• Applications?
• GICs 
• Conductivity at depth (MT)
• Subsurface properties (fluid flow)
• Tides
Geoelectric field, Hartland, UK
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“A remarkable and unusual 
appearance of earth 
currents… were weak, …, at 
a maximum of 3.3 mA. …
I have not heard of any 
aurora …” 
W.H. Preece, Nature, Jan 1882
Historic geoelectric measurements (London)
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Earth Current Registers
• Installed 1868-1895
• Wiring ran along the 
(steam) rail lines 
• NE-SW: ~ 5km
• NW-SE: ~ 4 km
• Copper earth plates
• Recorded deflection of 
magnetic needles at GRW
• No conversion to SI units of 
E-field was made
LONDON
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Sadly, the ‘Earth currents’ 
are unscaled 
See: https://geomag.bgs.ac.uk/data_service/data/yearbooks/
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Modern geoelectric measurements
• E-field probes installed at all 
UK obs in 2012/13
• Electrodes maintained in a 
‘neutral’ Cu-CuSO4 clay 
mixture 
• Buried in pits ~ 0.6m deep 
(helps minimise temperature 
variation)
• Electrode pairs separated by 
about 80-100 m
• Shielded cable to minimise 
pick-up of noise on signal line
• Incomplete/noisy records 
(environmental, equipment 
failure, etc.)
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Hartland
Storm
See: Baillie et al, Investigation of Tidally Induced Geoelectric 
Fields at Three Sites in the UK, A19 Poster session
Storm
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Lerwick
Ex noisier than Ey (local conditions)
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GIC modelling steps
Three major steps:
1. Measure magnetic field across the UK
• Magnetic change across GB
2. Convert to geo-electric field
• Ground conductivity map
3. Create a model of the UK high voltage grid
• Location, electrical parameters, connections
= GICs 
Validate the various models and run ‘what-if’ scenarios
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Modelling geoelectric fields
• 1D model (MT tensor) – locally accurate, fast
• 3D FEM – full solution, very slow
• Thin-sheet modelling – loss of accuracy, 
reasonably fast, global
“Two out of three ain’t bad”, Meatloaf (1977)
Accurate
GlobalFast
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Thin sheet modelling
• Was is it?
• Land/sea geology/bathymetry
• Infinitely thin surface (3km)
• 1D model below (to 1000 km 
depth)
• Non-plane wave B field 
allowed
• Assumptions required about 
cell size vs skin depths
• What is it not?
• The full and final answer!
• Useful in all scenarios
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3D versus thin sheet
• Ivannikova et al (2017), AGU SW
• Comparison of 3D vs thinsheet
modelling around UK
• Plane-wave field of 1,257 nT
• Differences at 2 sec:  > 40 %
• Differences at 50 sec: < 8%
• A useful approximation at longer 
periods
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Ivannikova et al (2017) Space Weather, doi:10.1002/2017SW001793
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GIC validation with thin sheet (Austria)
• Bailey et al (2018), AGU SW
• Thin sheet to compute geoelectric field
• Comparison to transformer GIC in 
Austria
• Good correlation with dB/dt of 
300 seconds
• Parameter study of varying 
conductivity models
Bailey, R. L et al. (2018), Space Weather, doi:10.1029/2018SW001842  
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Thin sheet comparison for UK
• Examine a large storm:
• Sep 2017
• (Mar 2015; Aug 2018)
• Compute geoelectric field using thin 
sheet model of UK
• 25 magnetic (minute mean) time-
series available
• Extrapolate using SECS (10 km grid)
• Use dB/dt of 120 seconds for 
frequency
• Bandpass filter the geoelectric data 
for comparison
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500 km Magnetic field using SECS
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TS modelled geoelectric
Ex Ey
Color bar: ±0.5 V/km
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7/8th Sep 2017: measured geoelectric field
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Hartland
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P Metric
Ex P (7/8th Sep) P (substorm 1) P (substorm 2)
LER 0.226 0.258 0.167
ESK 0.246 0.034 0.447
HAD 0.004 0.005 0.012
𝑃𝑃 = 1 − ∑(𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚)2𝑁𝑁
𝜎𝜎𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
Torta et al (2014), EPS:
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Ex P (Mar 2015)
LER 0.099
ESK 0.220
HAD -0.337
Mar 2015
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SECS: 8 observatories
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Aug 2018
P (Aug 2018)
LER (Ex) 0.137
ESK (Ey) 0.054
HAD (Ex) -0.002
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SECS: 10 observatories
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New Zealand
• Island setting
• Similar geomagnetic latitude to UK
• Complex igneous geology / tectonics
• Volcanic/sedimentary/faults
• Large topographic change
• Southern Alps (3km) -> offshore 
trenches (4km)!
• Stretches some TS assumptions
• Period ~ 10 mins acceptable Divett et al (2017)
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Thin sheet test field
• Plane wave uniform B field 
(500 nT)
• Strong coastal effect
• Penetrates across island
• Direction of E is approx. 
constant with direction of B
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Validation in New Zealand
• On-going work
• No geoelectric measurements 
• Few magnetic observations
• Observed GIC at 23 transformers in South 
Island
• Modified TS to use broader spectral response
• Looking to investigate larger storms
See Tim’s poster in this session (A19p – 257) Bx
17-Mar-2015
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Summary
1) Large storms are better modelled than small storms 
(local vs regional effects)
2) Better results with representative magnetic field
3) Thin sheet caveats apply (Frequency limitations)
4) Topography/Bathymetry is important to consider
5) Future should move toward 3D modelling
Geoelectric fields with TS are approximate but useful
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Thank you
Accurate
GlobalFast
“Choose two”
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